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Bryan Charnley, Self Portrait series (1991)

• Bryan Charnley (1949 – 1991) was an artist who had schizophrenia.
Charnley’s early work was a mixture of still life and abstract pieces,
but the stigma of mental illness at the time and difficulty of social
interactions for him caused his art to become purely abstract. In his
final days, he produced 17 self portraits, with each one becoming
progressively more abstract. The portraits of Bryan Charnley
showcase his mindset during the creation of each piece and the effect
his mental illness had on him.

Molly
Crabapple, Portrai
ts of myself and
Lola Montes with
things said about
us by our
contemporaries
(2016)

• Molly Crabapple is a illustrator, fine artist and author. Her works
ranges from everything from reportage art to animation. This piece by
her is a self portrait sculpture made from wood, with another portrait
of Lola Montez. The portrait features negative comments and
criticisms aimed towards both artists.

christian rex van minnen
christian rex van minnen is a contemporary
artist that was born in 1980, he has lived in
Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Carbondale,
Colorado; Santa Clara, California; and
Brooklyn but was porn in Providence,
Rhode island.
He was awarded an artist in residence and
has exhibited both internationally and
around the us.

Michael Reeder
Michael Reeder was born in dallas texas in
1982, growing up he found his art heavily
influenced by local and international street
artists and their culture despite excelling in
traditional mediums for painting and
drawing michael found himself draw to a
more public form of art leading him to
eventually adopt graffiti.

Cinta Tort Cartoro
•

Cinta Tort Cartoro (Barcelona) Is
empowering women with her artwork
and body painting. She uses paint to
create these beautiful rainbow stretch
marks, embracing imperfection in her
outcome. She reinforces feminism in
everything that she does she claims that
she “abandons the suffocating
projections that the cisgendered
heteropatriarchy prints on our skins.”

•

In Cinta’s work there are very obvious
sign she is trying to make change in the
femme community, wanting women to
allow themselves to be beautiful and
perhaps think differently about the
“flaws” that society had labeled for
them.

Betty Tompkins
Betty Tompkins is known wildly for her explicit
renderings of female sexuality, she presents these in an
unabashed manor. She brings light on how women are
objectified, used and seen as pleasure instruments for
men.
Her artwork i have chosen to review are the pieces on
the right which are beautiful paintings of women with
conversation written over them of women explaining
their traumatic experiences with abusive men. One line
quoted from her artwork “the words of women” says,
“when I told you I wasn’t interested you told me you
should rape me for being such a bitch”-Betty Tompkins,
Women Words (Raphael #3), 2018. These beautiful
artworks with such vile words amongst them are Betty’s
best work in my opinion because of the way it made me
feel to read them, you see a beautiful painting and then
you read the paragraph hidden, and you understand just
what the piece is about.
Some more lines form her artwork:
“ Ten until she opens her mouth”- Women Words #47
(Vermeer), 2017 Betty Tompkins
“She must be on her period, her crimson curse”
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